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March 1, 2011

Ms. Brenda G. Garton
County Administrator
Gloucester County
6489 Main Street
Gloucester, VA 23061
Re: Consulting Study
To the Honorable Ms. Brenda G. Garton, County Administrator:
As you requested through the contract between Gloucester County and the IAAO we have completed our
evaluation of the certain practices and procedures of the county’s Real Estate Assessment Office. The study was
performed between October, 2010 and February, 2011. Our findings, conclusions and recommendations can be
found in the attached report.
During the study we reviewed hundreds of pages of documents, manuals, records, electronic files, procedures,
applications, studies, standards and website‐pages. Statistical and other analyses were performed on data
gathered electronically and in person. We greatly appreciate the assistance provided to us by the county
including the Commissioner of Revenue, County Administrator, Finance Director, Information Technology
Director, the assessment office personnel and especially the County Assessor, Reese Milligan for all of his help,
communications and patience. We understand the time sensitive nature of this analysis and without the help of
the county we would not have been able to produce the result in such a short timeframe.
This report includes recommendations for your consideration to assist with and improve the operation of the
assessment office. Special emphasis is placed on the upcoming countywide reassessment and subsequent
revaluations. Jim Todora, CAE, MAI, Florida state‐certified general appraiser RZ1287 was our consultant on this
assignment. If you have any questions on this report please feel free to contact him or myself. We appreciate
the opportunity to work with you and look forward to assisting you in the future.
Sincerely,

Lisa Daniels
Executive Director
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• Certification
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
−

the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

−

the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions
and limiting conditions, and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased professional analyses,
opinions, conclusions, and recommendations.

−

I have no present or prospective interest in the properties that are referenced in this report, and I
have no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.

−

I have no bias with respect to any of the properties that are referenced in this report or to the
parties involved with this assignment.

−

my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.

−

my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or
reporting of a predetermined conclusion or direction that favors the cause of the client, the
attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the
intended use of this consulting assignment.

−

I have not made a personal inspection of any of the properties that are referenced in this report.

−

no one provided significant real property appraisal or appraisal consulting assistance to the
person signing this certification.

−

the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute.

−

this report has been prepared, in conformity with the Code of Ethics and Standards of
Professional Conduct of the International Association of Assessing Officers.

−

my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in
conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

−

the use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to review by
its duly authorized representatives.

−

the use of this report is subject to the requirements of the International Association of Assessing
Officers relating to review by its duly authorized representatives.

−

As of the date of this report, I have completed the continuing education program of the Appraisal
Institute.

Jim Todora, MAI, SRA, CAE, state-certified gen. appraiser RZ1287
________________________________________________________March 1, 2011_______________
Signature
Date
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• Assumptions
•

To the best of our knowledge and belief, the statements of fact contained in this
report, upon which the analysis, conclusions, and opinions expressed herein are
based, are true and correct. The analysis and opinions are based in large part on
the data provided by the assessment office which is assumed to be true and
accurate. We assume no responsibility for invalid data or misinformation provided
to us.

•

The recommendations made in this report as suggestions to improve or enhance
the identified results that require work, materials or services by others are
assumed to be completed in a professional manner using equipment or products
that meet professional standards and are completed in a satisfactory fashion.

• Limiting Conditions
•

The consultant is not an attorney and shall not be responsible for matters of a
legal nature. Any references made to legal issues are for guidance and not
intended as legal research of the issues or existing case law or code
requirements.

•

The consultant will not give testimony or appear in court because of this
consulting assignment, unless specific arrangements to do so have been made
in advance or otherwise required by law.

•

Use or dissemination of the contents of this report for other than the purpose and
function intended could lead to improper use or misinterpretation of its contents
and should not be done without the express consent of the International
Association of Assessing Officers, Inc.

•

The consultant conducted interviews, obtained information, prepared the
analysis, conclusions and opinions concerning the assessing practices and
policies of the jurisdiction that are set forth in this report. All opinions and
conclusions expressed in this report are the sole responsibility of the consultant
on behalf of the International Association of Assessing Officers, Inc.

• Executive Summary
The International Association of Assessing Officers, Inc. (IAAO) is a nonprofit
professional membership organization of government officials and any other persons
interested in the administration of the property tax. It was founded in 1934 and currently
has a membership base in excess of 7,000. IAAO is the premier educational
organization for property taxes. IAAO publishes textbooks, periodicals, and technical
standards on the property tax as well as administering a professional designation
program and holding professional conferences and seminars. IAAO engages in a full
program of research, library services, and technical assistance projects (consultation).
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The County of Gloucester, Virginia contracted with IAAO to perform a study of the
practices and procedures the Real Estate Assessment Office. The objective of the study
is to make recommendations for the 2012 reassessment and future operation of the
office. The full report of our findings follows this Executive Summary.
A contract with Gloucester County was executed in October 2010. In the ensuing
months, data were provided to Jim Todora, CAE, MAI the IAAO consultant engaged for
this assignment. An in-person meeting was held at the Gloucester County Assessment
Office on December 15, 2010. The accompanying report contains a detailed analysis of
the data, recommendations and conclusions. The following is a brief summary of the
recommendations:

Staff Qualifications and Background
Recommendations: A professional training program for all staff members should be
adopted to bring the staff up to standards for their positions. Mass appraisal credentials
for all appraisal personnel should be attained. Staffing levels are below IAAO
suggestions. To compensate, in lieu of adding staff, outsourcing will be necessary.
Mass Appraisal System Functionality
Recommendation: The current CAMA system is legacy in nature and a new system
should be acquired. The staff has implemented several workarounds to overcome the
lagging technology. Efficiencies could be enhanced with a new system.
Waterfront Land Value Model
Recommendations: Create an electronic file of recently sold waterfront properties. The
file should contain separate fields, including the variables depicting all available property
characteristics. To improve the performance of waterfront property valuation a survey
should be taken from buyers, sellers and brokers of this type of property. From this
information a valuation model can be created.
Re-collection of Physical Property Data
Recommendations: Contract with a vendor for sketch validation or change
detection services. Take advantage of current resources including ortho photos,
GIS and sketch file data.
In-house Versus Contracting for Services
Recommendation: A combination of outsourcing and using in-house personnel should
be adopted to meet the immediate needs and plan for the future.
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Planning for the 2012 Revaluation
a) Contract for change detection/sketch verification services via photos and sketch
files
b) Establish a system for targeting field reviews
c) Outsource commercial income and market data collection
d) Subscribe to a data service to supply commercial sales and income data
e) Contract for valuation modeling services
f) Establish a cyclical schedule of 4-6 years to re-inspect all properties
g) Consider updating the CAMA System

• Scope of Assignment
The agreement with the IAAO calls for the review of documents, procedures and data.
These data were provided by the Gloucester County Assessment Office. The
agreement calls for recommendations on re-collection of data, comparisons of in-house
versus contracting for a reassessment, and recommendations on a planned January
2012 reassessment. To draw the conclusions reference was made to national technical
standards, experiences with mass appraisal, ratio studies and other statistical
techniques.

• Intended Users
The indented users of this study are the Board of Supervisors of Gloucester County and
the Gloucester County Assessor.

• Intended Use
The intended use of this report is to assist with decisions regarding the 2012
reassessment of Gloucester County and near-future reappraisals.

• Introduction
This report is based on the analysis of the Gloucester County Virginia Assessment
Office’s practices and procedures regarding the planned 2012 reassessment.
Gloucester County biannually reappraises all real property for ad valorem tax purposes.
Job descriptions, organizational hierarchy, records, equipment, computer assisted mass
appraisal applications, valuation models, ratio studies, websites and standards were
reviewed. The comments analysis and recommendations are based on the information
provided by the assessment office and IAAO standards.
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• Chronology
On or about October 6, 2010 Gloucester County and the International Association of
Assessing Officers (IAAO) entered into a contract calling for the IAAO to provide
technical assistance. Approximately thirty items were listed in the scope of work. These
items required the review of processes, procedures and documents. Based on the
information provided the IAAO is to produce a report and make a presentation on its
findings relative to in-house versus contract assessments, the re-collection of data, and
the 2012 reassessment.
On October 11, 2010 the IAAO requested its consultant Jim Todora to assist in
performing the tasks listed in the scope of work. On October 12, 2010 an email
message from Jim Todora was sent to Reese Milligan, Assessor of Gloucester County
requesting a telephone call meeting to discuss the process of completing the tasks. On
October 14, 2010 the phone call meeting was held. On October 20, 2010 a
memorandum was sent via email to Mr. Milligan detailing approximately 50 items
needed to respond to the points in the contract. A follow up email was sent on October
28, 2010 inquiring if there were any questions about the request for data. On November
1, 2010 a phone call meeting was held. Mr. Milligan indicated the requested information
would be forthcoming. Data were received on
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

November 9, 2010
November 22, 2010
December 1, 2010
January 6, 2011
January 7, 2011
January 12, 2011
January 17, 2011

On December 3, 2010 a memorandum via email was sent inventorying what data were
received to date. At that point approximately 32 percent of those items requested were
received. Due to pending County Assessment Office demands it was agreed to meet at
the Gloucester County Assessment Office on December 15, 2010 to review the data
submitted and cover issues of the IAAO contract. The meeting began at 7:30 am on
December 15th and concluded at 8:50 pm. Although most of the meetings were with the
assessor, meetings were also held with the Commissioner of Revenue, County
Administrator, County Finance Director, IT Director, assessment office staff as well as a
volunteer programmer. Follow up phone call meetings were held on January 6, 12 and
24, 2011.
A meeting with the Board of Supervisors is scheduled for March 1, 2011 to present the
final report.
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• Staff Qualifications and Background
The Real Estate Assessment Office falls under County Financial Services and the
Assessor reports to the Director of Finance. The office is organized with six positions
under the County Assessor for a total of seven staff members. One of the appraisal
positions is stated as part-time.
Length of service for current employees averages 2.5 years and ranges from 4.9 years
for the most senior member to less than 5 months for the newest person. Turnover has
been active. Nine employees have come and gone since March 2006. The average stay
of these nine members was 2.5 years varying from less than 5 months to as much as
4.5 years. Over the past several months three to four positions have been open some
for prolonged periods.
Descriptions for five job titles were provided: 1) Assessor, 2) Senior Appraiser, 3)
Appraiser I, 4) Appraiser II, 5) Technician II, and 6) Technician III. Only two staff
resumes were supplied. They listed varying degrees of experience in real estate and
appraising. In one case academic education included a bachelor’s degree. Credentials
included real estate licensing and residential appraisal trainee. Professional appraisal
designations and advanced professional appraisal training were not mentioned. The
documents are included by reference. No other materials were provided regarding staff
qualifications and background.
Without a detailed accounting of training and experience of all staff members a
meaningful analysis cannot be provided. However the following guidelines may serve to
illustrate objectives for each of the positions. Nothing here is intended to diminish the
qualifications and requirements listed in the job descriptions but rather add to or clarify
them.
Recommendations regarding position qualifications:
Assessor
The Assessor’s job description essentially calls for heading the operation of the office.
Numerous technical responsibilities fall under this lead position including interaction with
taxpayers. A bachelor’s degree, state Certified General Real Estate Appraiser’s license
and a state driver’s license are required.
This position is more far-reaching and must include an understanding of mass
appraisal, assessment administration and tax policy. These are traits required by the
IAAO professional designation Certified Assessment Evaluator (CAE). The
requirements for this designation include:
•
•
•
•
•

IAAO Course 101: Fundamentals of Real Property Appraisal
IAAO Course 102: Income Approach to Valuation
IAAO Course 400: Assessment Administration
IAAO Course 112: Income Approach to Valuation II
IAAO Course 311: Residential Modeling Concepts OR IAAO Course 312:
Commercial/Industrial Modeling Concepts
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•
•

Either IAAO 151 or an Appraisal Foundation approved two-day USPAP course
and
IAAO 171 Standards of Professional Practices and Ethics

Also a comprehensive exam must be completed. Two projects and five years of
experience are among the other requirements.
While the assessor should aspire to attain the CAE designation as the lead position the
assessor should at least attain the professional education enumerated in the above
courses. The position requires accomplished skills in management of assessment
systems and personnel as well as a comprehensive understanding of mass appraisal.
An essential job function found in the current job description requires the assessor to
oversee the appeals process for taxpayer challenges. This function may give the
appearance of a conflict of interest to the taxpayers. This function should be restated to
make clear the assessor’s involvement is independent and has no oversight in the
decision making process of appeals.
Senior Appraiser
According to the job description expectations include appraisal of complex land,
residential, commercial and industrial properties. Current minimum qualifications as
stated on the job description include a bachelor’s degree in a related field and three
IAAO courses as well as 3 to 5 years of appraisal experience. Given these requirements
at minimum the following course work should be required:
•
•
•
•
•
•

IAAO Course 101: Fundamentals of Real Property Appraisal
IAAO Course 102: Income Approach to Valuation
IAAO Course 112: Income Approach to Valuation II
IAAO Course 311: Residential Modeling Concepts
IAAO Course 312: Commercial/Industrial Modeling Concepts
Appraisal Foundation approved two-day USPAP course and IAAO 171
Standards of Professional Practices and Ethics

Several years experience appraising these types of properties should be required as
well. While a state appraisal certification with related single property appraisal
experience is helpful, more important is mass appraisal experience. Expert testimony
experience at the judicial level should also be expected.
Appraiser II
This position requires journeyman level appraisal work with residential and commercial
property. Included are building property valuation models. The following course work
should be completed to satisfy these requirements:
•
•
•
•
•

IAAO Course 101: Fundamentals of Real Property Appraisal
IAAO Course 102: Income Approach to Valuation
Course 201 - Appraisal of Land
Course 300 - Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal
IAAO Course 311: Residential Modeling Concepts
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•
•

Either IAAO 151 or an Appraisal Foundation approved two-day USPAP course
and
IAAO 171 Standards of Professional Practices and Ethics

Additionally experience in the appraisal of residential and commercial property should
be demonstrated through appraisal reporting. Model building skills should be
demonstrated at least through academic education. Mass appraisal experience is
especially beneficial.
Appraiser I
This position calls for entry level technical work in appraising residential and commercial
property. Entry level education is required to comply with these requirements including:
•
•
•
•

IAAO Course 101: Fundamentals of Real Property Appraisal
IAAO Course 102: Income Approach to Valuation
Either IAAO 151 or an Appraisal Foundation approved two-day USPAP course
and
IAAO 171 Standards of Professional Practices and Ethics

Technician II and Technician III
These positions are clerical in nature but require technical skills to carry out their
responsibilities. To gain a better understanding of appraisal requirements completing
the following workshops are helpful:
• Workshop 100 - Understanding Real Property Appraisal
• Workshop 150 - Mathematics for Assessors
Otherwise the two positions differ by degree with the higher level expected to
encompass greater skills.
Within all of these positions meaningful skills, training and experience are essential to
success. This is especially so with assessment administration and mass appraisal.
These qualities can be attained in part by classroom education and in part by practical
experience. If these qualities are not present a training and intern program must be
established to see they are accomplished.
Comments Regarding Staffing
In its textbook Property Appraisal and Assessment Administration (1990) – IAAO
suggestions (p. 420) include one full-time employee for each 2,500 parcels is typical…In
smaller jurisdictions, the work load averages about 1,500 to 1,700 parcels per
employee; in larger jurisdictions, about 3,000 to 3,500.
With less than 25,000 parcels Gloucester County falls into the smaller jurisdiction
classification. Therefore using the above figures 15 to 17 assessment office employees
would be considered typical. With seven positions budgeted a shortfall of 8.5 to 10.5
positions is realized since one is part-time. Although a computer programmer has
volunteered time at no charge to assist in some areas. The problem is compounded by
the high turnover rate and related vacancy periods.
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Recommendation in Lieu of Increasing Staff Levels
To compensate for these deficiencies without increasing staff levels will require
outsourcing of various tasks. This can be accomplished through manpower and
technology. Examples related to manpower include data capture, appraisal and
valuation modeling. Technology can assist with data verification by way of photo
imagery, GIS and perimeter sketch files. This will be covered in greater detail elsewhere
in this report under collection of data.

• Mass Appraisal System Functionality
Basic CAMA System
The Gloucester County Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal (CAMA) system is titled
Computer Assisted Mass Re-Appraisal System created by Stonewall Technologies, Inc.
August, 2005 Version 7. The vendor refers to the product as CAMRA. Supplied
documentation indicates copyrights dating back to 1996 however it is possible the
original product is much older. The system runs on an IBM AS/400 system employing a
terminal emulator and graphical user interface (Reflections). The emulator allows
modern micro computers (PCs) to emulate older mainframe or minicomputer (dumb)
terminals in order to access the system. The PC computers are further aided by a
graphical user interface that permits limited use of the mouse point and click functions.
This is a legacy system typical of vertical integration in that its design is self contained.
The core system is typical of its era that includes classic database management and
keyboard data entry functions. Common reporting is provided although data export is
necessary for many functions. The system relies on keyboard data entry, batch
processing, menu functions and table driven valuation models.
Data capture is completed via hard copy forms (i.e. field sheets and property record
cards) in the field by data collectors and manually entered typically by other staff via
computer terminal.
The building permit file is used to hold historical information regarding building permit
activity on the parcel. Up to 99 permits may be entered. The most recent 5 entries will
print on the property card.
Ownership transfers are received from the Commissioner of Revenue’s Office. The
sales history notes file is used to hold any comments or description concerning the sale,
division or elimination of a parcel. It can hold up to 1575 characters of information per
screen with a maximum of 99 screens. The sales history information can be entered on
the parcel notes screen if so desired.
The ownership transfer file is used to hold records of prior parcel ownership (up to 9).
The most recent 5 transfers can be printed on the backs of the cards. This file can be
updated either manually or directly from the parcel master file using the option on the
processing menu.
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The sales ratio files are used to create the data and reports required by the Virginia
State Tax Department. The office has relied upon an in-house ratio program developed
in Microsoft Excel.
During general reassessment, an entirely new set of files is created so that parcels can
be valued using a different set of rates. The system will create the files automatically by
copying all existing data files and giving them a new file prefix.
The CAMRA software allows for integration of digital photographs with the existing database. This is new technology for the CAMRA system. More information on this
application is provided later.
In-house CAMA Supplements
To enhance the use of the CAMA system the staff has added several features that work
in conjunction with the data from the CAMRA files. These include:
o
o
o
o

Photography – Orthogonal and Street Level
GIS - Geographic Information System
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet applications
Microsoft Access database applications

Photography
Orthogonal photography for 2002, 2007 and 2009 are available. The photos are used
with Arc View and are in part offered on the county website. The state updates the
photos every 4 years and provides the county with digital imagery. The intervals might
be increased to every two years for urban areas making 2011 and 2013 available.
Street level elevation digital photos have been captured for all improved properties
although the dates vary. The digital images are available for use in the CAMRA system
and a locally designed database employing Microsoft Access.
The CAMRA software allows for integration of digital photographs with the existing database. Photographs taken with a digital camera equipped with readable cards are loaded
on to the computer via a specified path and can be accessed via the CAMRA inquiry
options. This is a new feature to the software and takes advantage of Microsoft
Windows displays. An icon is added to the computer desktop for easy access.
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Geographic Information System (GIS)
GIS software (ESRI) is AutoCAD map 2011 and Arc View 10. Data (layers) are drawn in
AutoCAD. Each county department is responsible for certain layers and their accuracy.
The GIS department is responsible for roads, buildings, and planimetric features. Data
layers provided by others (outside of county government) are brought into AutoCAD and
adjusted to the county coordinate system. All layers (internal and external) are also
published in shape files for Arc View and sdf for the GIS web server that uses AutoCAD
map guide 2009.
The GIS system contains land characteristics that are not available in the CAMA
database files. The additional characteristics are used by the staff for valuation analysis.
The previously mentioned ortho photos are available as a GIS theme or layer.
Microsoft Excel
Data are exported from the CAMRA system files to Excel and used in a variety of
analytical functions. Additionally reports developed by way of other programs are
imported into Excel as a means of reporting including graphical displays.
Microsoft Access
An Access database was created by Real Estate Assessment Department staff for
sales review and assessment appeals. It employs data extracted from the CAMRA files
along with the street level photos. Various queries can be run on the database using
Access’s tools. The data can also be read into Excel to take advantage of the formula
functions for quick analysis.
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Approaches to Value and Valuation Modeling
There are three classic approaches to property valuation: Cost Approach, Sales
Comparison Approach and the Income Approach. The CAMRA system is typical of
legacy products. It relies primarily upon lookup tables for rates that are applied to
predetermined equations. While the system allows for table entries such as rates,
calibrating tools are unavailable.
Cost Approach
The primary valuation model is built around the cost approach. Separate land and
building values are estimated and then added to arrive at the property value.
Building Values
The building value is developed by way of the property characteristics entered on the
CAMRA record. The specifications for each discrete variable are found in tables as are
the calibrations. Some of the calibration for commercial property was completed with the
aid of a cost service Marshall and Swift, Los Angeles, CA. In some cases the discrete
variable specifications are hard coded. The continuous variables are linked to rates also
found in the tables. The lookup tables apply to both cost new and depreciation figures.
Locational adjustments can be made via neighborhood coding. The calibrating process
must take place outside and independently of the CAMRA programs.
Land Values
A similar model is used for land valuation employing tables and codes to populate the
land value equation. Table entries must be calibrated outside of the system. Some of
the specifications are hard coded.
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In-house Land Value Model
To supplement land value estimates and to overcome some of the obstacles presented
by the CAMRA system the staff created an in-house land value model. It combines data
from the CAMRA files and the GIS system. This model was completed in part in
response to issues found with waterfront properties. It employs a wide listing of
variables related to property characteristics and units of measure. A voluminous listing
of tables is used to relate the specific land characteristics to a series of rates. The staff
feels the model produces superior results compared to the model from the CAMRA
system. Maintenance of the model is demanding due to the extensive amount of table
entry and the manual means of calibration.
Income Approach
The income approach is employed to value some of the non-residential properties. Its
use has been vastly aided by data provided by Knight, Dorin & Rountrey, Real Estate
Analyst, Mechanicsville, Virginia. The report dated July 21, 2009 provided data including
land value unit rates, improvement value rates, rental rates, expense ratios and
capitalization rates among other data. These data served as the primary basis for
commercial property valuation in the last revaluation.
Sale Comparison Approach
As mentioned in the previous paragraph the data from the Rountrey report was in part
used to develop a sales comparison approach for certain commercial properties.
Otherwise the sales comparison approach is not employed in the mass appraisal
system. However consideration is given to the sales comparison approach in the appeal
process.

• Ratio Studies
Background and general information
Ratio study is used as a generic term for sales-based studies designed to evaluate
appraisal performance. There are two major aspects of appraisal accuracy: level and
uniformity. Appraisal level refers to the overall ratio of appraised values to market
values. Uniformity refers to the degree to which properties are appraised at equal
percentages of market value.
Sampling is the foundation on which the ratio study is built. A ratio study is a form of
applied statistics. The analyst draws conclusions about the appraisal of the population
(the entire jurisdiction) of properties based only on those that have sold during a given
time period. The sales ratios constitute the sample that will be used to draw conclusions
or inferences about the population. The characteristics as of the effective appraisal date
of each property used in the ratio study must be the same as the characteristics when
sold. This includes the property characteristics (size, materials, conditions, etc.) and the
transactional characteristics that match the definition of the appraisal problem (terms of
sale, market conditions, etc.). Generally arm’s length transactions that sold under terms
typical of the market should be used in ratio studies.
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The ratios are developed by dividing the property’s appraised value by its selling price.
The level of assessment (LOA) for the jurisdiction or other property groups studied is
developed by selecting a measure of central tenancy such as the median, mean or the
weighted mean. The median is most commonly recommended for use in measuring
performance. It is less affected by extreme ratios, or outliers, as compared to the mean
and weighted mean. As a result it is considered the measure of choice for most ratio
studies. The state of Virginia has chosen the median for its purposes of measuring
LOAs.
The most common measures of uniformity are the coefficient of dispersion (COD) and
the price related differential (PRD). The COD represents the percent average absolute
deviation around the median. It expresses horizontal equity. The PRD is developed by
dividing the mean ratio by the weighted mean ratio. It expresses vertical equity.
The IAAO Standard on Ratio Studies – 2010 p 33 includes the following recommended
performance guidelines:
Ratio study uniformity standards indicating acceptable general quality*
General Property Class

Jurisdiction Size /Profile /Market Activity

COD Range

Res i denti al i mproved (s i ngl e fami l y Very la rge juris di cti ons / dens el y popula ted / newer properti es / a ctive ma rkets

5.0 to 10.0

dwel l ings , condomi ni ums , ma nuf.

Large to mi d‐s i zed juris di cti ons / older & newer properties / l es s a cti ve ma rkets

5.0 to 15.0

hous i ng, 2‐4 fami l y units )

Rura l or s ma l l juris di cti ons / older properties / depres s ed ma rket a rea s

5.0 to 20.0

Income‐produci ng properti es

Very la rge juris di cti ons / dens el y popula ted / newer properti es / a ctive ma rkets

5.0 to 15.0

(commercia l , i ndus tri a l,

Large to mi d‐s i zed juris di cti ons / older & newer properties / l es s a cti ve ma rkets

5.0 to 20.0

a pa rtments ,)

Rura l or s ma l l juris di cti ons / older properties / depres s ed ma rket a rea s

5.0 to 25.0

Very la rge juris di cti ons / rapi d devel opment / acti ve ma rkets

5.0 to 15.0

Large to mi d‐s i zed juris di cti ons / s lower devel opment / l es s a ctive ma rkets

5.0 to 20.0

Rura l or s ma l l juris di cti ons / l i ttl e devel opment / depres s ed ma rkets

5.0 to 25.0

Very la rge juris di cti ons / rapi d devel opment / acti ve ma rkets

5.0 to 20.0

Large to mi d‐s i zed juris di cti ons / s lower devel opment / l es s a ctive ma rkets

5.0 to 25.0

Rura l or s ma l l juris di cti ons / l i ttl e devel opment / depres s ed ma rkets

5.0 to 30.0

Res i denti al vaca nt l a nd

Other (non‐a gri cul tura l) va ca nt l a nd

These types of property are provided for general guidance only and may not represent jurisdictional requirements.
*The COD performance recommendations are based upon representative and adequate sample sizes, with outliers
trimmed and a 95% level of confidence.
*Appraisal level recommendation for each type of property shown should be between 0.90 and 1.10.
*PRD's for each type of property should be between 0.98 and 1.03 to demonstrate vertical equity. PRD standards are
not absolute and may be less meaningful when samples are small or when wide variation in prices exist. In such
cases, statistical tests of vertical equity hypotheses should be substituted.
*CODs lower than 5.0 may indicate sales chasing or non-representative samples

Ratio Studies of Gloucester County
The Virginia Department of Taxation conducts an annual real property
assessment/sales ratio study covering every city and county in the Commonwealth. The
most recent report available is the 2008 study.
(http://www.tax.virginia.gov/site.cfm?alias=SalesRatioStudies)
The 2008 assessment/sales ratios are calculated from a statistical sample of all fair
market real estate sales in 2008, with all bona fide sales used in the case of smaller
localities. The results for Gloucester County are found on page 7 of the referenced
report as follows:
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Locality
Latest Reassessment
Number of Sales
Median Ratio
Coefficient of Dispersion

Gloucester
2006
357
85.11%
26.10%

The above figures relate to nearly all property types throughout the entire county. The
median ratio indicates the county’s LOA is approximately 85% of market value. Of
additional concern is the COD at 26.10 percent. This borders on the maximum upper
limit stated in the IAAO Standard on Ratio Studies. The only classification within which
this level would fall is rural or small jurisdictions, little development, depressed market
that goes to 30%.
In-house Ratio Study
The data below were provided as a portion of the ratio study completed prior to the
general reassessment. The figures represent the overall county. Additional breakdowns
can be found in the addenda. The data used to develop these figures were not
provided. The criteria used to produce the results also were not provided.
Property Type
Manufactured Housing

SFR&Condos

Property Type
>25 yrs old
Waterfront
NonWaterfront
>25 yrs old
Waterfront
NonWaterfront

Median Ratio

84.3%
79.3%
89.1%

COD

16.4
17.7
11.8

PRD

Count

1.06
1.05
1.02

146
46
487

1.06

14
108

Vacant Land
Waterfront
NonWaterfront
>20 acres
<20 acres

64.5%

35.3

Since this analysis is reported to take place prior to the last reassessment it is assumed
they do not reflect the current status. A similar study using current data might be helpful
in determining where things now stand and as a comparison to where they stood prior
to the last revaluation.
Supplied Data
The Gloucester County Assessment Office provided a file containing current (2010)
assessed values and corresponding sale prices from 2008 to 2010 for 1,588 properties.
Additional variables depicting location, use, date of sale and so forth were also included.
The assessment office verifies sales and codes the transactions as Commercial Guide,
Invalid, Not Reviewed, and Valid. Commercial Guide categories are those qualified by
the contractor used to develop commercial property data mentioned previously. Invalid
are those determined to be non-typical market transactions. Verification sources include
multiple listing services and personal knowledge by the assessment office. After
excluding invalid transactions a ratio study revealed the following overall results by year:
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YEAR
SOLD
2008

Median
.960

PRD
1.363

COD
.546

Count
504

2009

.998

1.441

.645

492

2010

1.080

2.133

1.365

450

The results indicate a much higher LOA than those reported in the state study and the
pre-reassessment analysis. The previous studies likely included appraised values from
previous years. Adequate information was not provided to conduct selective reappraisal
studies. Such studies should be conducted to assure that sold and unsold properties
are being appraised at similar levels. The increasing LOAs from year to year are
indicative of a declining market. Of greater concern are the measures of uniformity. The
high PRDs are indicators that higher valued properties are being valued at lower levels
than lower priced properties. The relatively high CODs are indicative of overall inequity
problems. It must be pointed out that outliers were not trimmed and as a result atypical
circumstances could cause misleading results. These issues should be confirmed.
The addenda include a more detailed analysis of ratio studies by use type and
magisterial district. Commercial property and vacant land demonstrate the highest
levels of concern. York is the district showing greatest need for review.
While care was taken in developing this analysis it is limited by the data that were
provided. Greater confidence could be gained by performing additional studies including
a thorough confirmation of the sales data and access to the population of properties.
Exploration should be made into expanding the sample sizes. Tests for selective
reappraisal should be completed. However this limited study is helpful to acquire insight
to trends and indicators of levels of appraisal and equity among properties.

• Waterfront Land Value Model
To address the challenge of appraising waterfront properties the assessment office staff
developed a model combining data from the CAMRA and GIS files. The model includes
various locational variables along with size, frontage, water depth, and other
characteristics. The model employs numerous lookup tables. The calibration is
accomplished by way of a trial and error system comparing features of otherwise similar
properties. The maintenance of this type of model is demanding and prone to omission.
Recommendation
Create an electronic file of recently sold waterfront properties. The file should contain
separate fields including the variables depicting all available property characteristics. To
improve the performance of waterfront property valuation a survey should be taken from
buyers, sellers and brokers of this type of property. Questions regarding the marketing
of this type of property and what features cause variation in selling prices should be
asked. Often these market participants can add valuable insight into otherwise uncertain
aspects. This new information should be added to the sales file. A correlation matrix
should be developed using these and the variables previously established by the
assessor to determine those that have the greatest relationship to selling price. A
mathematical model should be stated that includes these features as independent
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variables. Calibrations using linear and non-linear relationships should be tested to see
which produce the best results. Goodness of fit statistics should be analyzed to assure
adequate relationships between the dependent and independent variables.
Performance measures such as those used in ratio studies should be developed to
measure performance and accuracy. As new data (new sales) are acquired the tests
should be repeated to improve precision. Field reviews should be conducted on a
regular schedule to view physical changes or other aspects. Transactional variables
such as real property rights conveyed, financing terms, conditions of sale, expenditures
made immediately after purchase and market conditions must also be measured.
Properly developing this type of valuation model will create the framework to arrive at a
supported indication of value. It will also permit adaptations to changes as they occur in
the market for use in future revaluations.

• Re-collection of Physical Property Data
As part of the scope of work the IAAO was asked to make a recommendation regarding
a planned re-collection of all physical data. Details pertaining to this plan were not
provided and hence leaves open to question whether or not resources should be
expended to recollect the physical data.
Based on conversations with staff, other communications and materials provided it
appears confidence in the quality (accuracy and completeness) of property data found
on the assessment records is in question. At this point, which data records are accurate
or not are factually unknown. But recent evidence warrants taking a closer look to
determine if a re-collection effort should be made and if so how should it be completed.
Recent taxpayer inquiries through the appeals process have brought to light factual
errors in the recorded data. In its May 24, 2010 report 1 of the Gloucester County Board
of Equalization (BOE) regarding the 2010 session specifically cited “Errors in data
contained in the assessment records of individual properties contributed to a significant
number of assessment errors.” The BOE also stated “During the course of the review
the Board developed a very strong consensus that many more errors in the 2010
Assessment still need to be corrected…”
The BOE reported it reviewed 1,588 properties during the 2010 session. The number of
appeals resulting in value changes totaled 1,019 or 64% of those reviewed. 2 The total
number of BOE reviewed properties is approximately 6.5% of the county’s property
population of about 24,426 parcels. It is uncertain how many of the changes were
caused by data record errors but the BOE stated “The ability to visually examine the
properties enabled the Board to conclude, in 85% to 90% of the appeals presented, that
there were clear errors in the assessment.” 3 The report does not identify if visually
examine refers to field visits or photography. However it does lead to the understanding
that the clear errors are a reference to factual data errors in the records.
1

Report of The Gloucester County Board of Equalization 2010 Session – 10 page report
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
2
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As an effort to detect the quality of the data in the records the assessment office staff in
November 2010 randomly selected and field inspected about fifty parcels. 4 The
recollected data were compared to those found on the records. Where necessary data
corrections were made and values recalculated. After making corrections 36 properties,
or more than 70% of the sample, realized value changes. Many of the changes were
minor, although a few were considerable. Due to incorrect measurements 20 properties,
about 40%, required changes to the building area.
To measure the significance of the errors through their subsequent value changes, a
ratio study was completed. The ratios were developed by dividing the value before
correction by the values after making the corrections. Then ratio statistics including the
LOA, COD and PRD were calculated. Below are the results:
Random Sample Data Re-collection
Case Processing Summary
Count Overall 50 Excluded 1 Total 51
Ratio Statistics for Before Value / After Value
Ratio Statistics for
BeforeValue / AfterValue
Median

.997

Price Related Differential

.991

Coefficient of Dispersion

.036

Therefore the Median Ratio or indicated LOA was 99.7%; The PRD 99.1% and the
COD 3.6%.
A similar study was completed using the data provided from the 2010 Board of
Equalization reviews. The value before the appeal was divided by the value after the
appeal (BOE revisions) to develop the ratios. Then a PRD and COD were calculated.
Below are the results:
BOE Reviews 2010
Case Processing Summary
Count Overall 1609, Excluded 6, Total 1615
Ratio Statistics for Prior Total Value / BOE Value

4

A listing of the selected properties can be found in the addenda. The complete Excel file is available in
the Assessment Office.
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Ratio Statistics for
Prior Total Value / BOE Value
Median

1.501

Price Related Differential

7.271

Coefficient of Dispersion

6.129

A much different picture results from these data with the Median Ratio
LOA was 150%; The PRD 727% and the COD 613%.

or

indicated

The above results from the Random Sample Data Re-collection indicate that overall the
errors did not cause a significant shift in the level of appraisal or uniformity within the
sample properties. However, the results from the BOE Reviews are alarming. The shift
in value resulting from the BOE reviews is more than 50%. Furthermore both vertical
and horizontal inequities are strongly demonstrated.
Considering the dollar value of the changes coming out of the BOE reviews and the
number of changes from the random sample study, they suggest that a review of the
data characteristics needs to be undertaken before concluding the next reassessment
cycle.
Data collection is often the most costly aspect of a revaluation. Improperly collecting
data, omitting collecting meaningful data and collecting unnecessary data can cause
escalations in operational costs and result in inaccurate valuations. As a result care
must be taken in deciding how to collect data, what to collect and how to confirm its
accuracy. Real estate characteristics are ever changing. It is this dynamic nature of
property that causes continued accuracy to be challenging at best. Keeping data
records current must be an ongoing project.
The following two excerpts from the BOE 2010 report help identify the dilemma in
addition to displaying wisdom as to how to solve the problem:
…Related to data error, and perhaps only by way of additional emphasis,
it is very important that all parcels in the county be reviewed by an
assessor. The Board heard many cases where a personal review, even if
only by examining aerial photographs, would have immediately resolved
the appeal...(My emphasis added)
…The Board of Equalization believes that a biennial assessment, properly
done, will over time result in an assessment for the citizens of the county
that is more uniform and more reflective or market value. However, the
Board of Equalization believes that two or three additional reassessment
cycles will be necessary to resolve the many issues involved... (My
emphasis added) 5

5
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The above statements recognize data collection is a long term project that may take
years to complete. It also recognizes that contemporary technology can assist in jump
starting things.
The IAAO Standard on Mass Appraisal includes the follow language:
“…a physical review at least every four to six years should be conducted,
including an on-site verification of property characteristics. A reinspection
should include partial remeasurement of the two most complex sides of
improvements and a walk around the improvement to identify additions
and deletions or independent review of the current measurements with
specific requirements by an outside auditing firm or oversight agency…” 6
The assessment office should adopted a four to six year scheduled to field inspect all
improved properties. The county has approximately 12,500 improved parcels therefore
2,083 to 3,125 properties should be inspected each year to stay on schedule. Vacant
land should also be periodically viewed.
To supplement the on-site physical reviews photo-imagery may assist. These digital
imaging technology tools that supplement field inspections with computer-assisted office
review should include:
o Current high-resolution street-view images (at a sub-inch pixel
resolution that enables quality grade and physical condition to be
verified)
o Ortho-photo images (minimum 6” pixel resolution in
urban/suburban and 12” resolution in rural areas, updated every 2
years in rapid growth areas, or 6–10 years in slow growth areas).
o Low level oblique images capable of being used for measurement
verification (four cardinal directions, minimum 6” pixel resolution in
urban/suburban and 12” pixel resolution in rural areas, updated
every 2 years in rapid growth areas or, 6–10 years in slow growth
areas).
Considering the timeframe to the next reassessment and the potential resources
to complete the task, targeted reviews are especially important. Effective tool
sets validate CAMA data (footprints) in the CAMA system to geo-referenced
imagery or remote sensing data from sources (such as LiDAR [light detection
and ranging]) and identify potential CAMA sketch discrepancies for further
investigation. These services are sometimes referred to as sketch validation or
change detection.
Gloucester County already has many of the tools to complete these tasks. A GIS
system is in place. Recent ortho-photo images from 2009 are available and 2011
may become available soon. Using the GIS and coupling the photography with
the building sketch files from the CAMA system can assist in determining building
discrepancies. Vendors can export the electronic sketches to shape files.
6

Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property IAAO approved 2002 revised 2006, 2008, 2011
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Incorporating the new shape files with the GIS system and ortho-photos can
reveal discrepancies between what is shown on the photography and what is
displayed by the sketch. Sketch vectors extracted from the CAMA files are georeferenced, resized, rotated and anchored over the structure’s shape on the
ortho-photo. They are compared, at the desktop, to what is visible on the ortho
or compared in the field to what is actually on the ground. The sketch vectors are
then exported to a GIS application and during the geo-referenced process the
GIS technician will identify the sketches that are in conflict. Parcels showing
discrepancies can be targeted for field review and correction. Currently vendors
are quoting costs of approximately $0.70 per parcel for this type of service. This
may provide the most cost effective means of determining what parcels have
building area conflicts. A targeted field review may resolve the problem and save
the expense of an appeal.
Acquiring low level oblique images should also be considered. These digital
images can be of great assistance in viewing all cardinal views. This is especially
helpful when access to properties is otherwise unattainable. Oblique images
coupled with appropriate software can also produce a means of accurate exterior
measurements.
Properties issued building permits, zoning changes, subdivided, combined or
other land use changes should be inspected annually.
The previously mentioned IAAO Standard on Mass Appraisal under the topic “Selection
of Property Characteristics Data” suggests Property characteristics to be collected and
maintained should be based on the following:
•
•
•
•
•

factors that influence the market in the locale in question
requirements of the valuation methods that will be employed
requirements of classification and property tax policy
requirements of other governmental and private users
marginal benefits and costs of collecting and maintaining each property
characteristic

Determining what property characteristics to collect and maintain for a computerassisted mass appraisal system is a crucial decision with long-term consequences. The
decision is in part based on what characteristics result in variations in value. A pilot
program is one means of evaluating the benefits and costs of collecting and maintaining
a particular set of property characteristics. This pilot study must be used in conjunction
with the valuation modeling.
Regardless if it is done in-house or contracted out, a pilot study should be completed to
determine what property characteristics should be collected. This can prove to be a very
cost effective determination. Otherwise risks of collecting the wrong data or not
collecting the correct data are high.
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• In-house Reassessment and Contracting for Services
The IAAO was asked to comment on the merits of conducting a reassessment using inhouse resources versus contracting for services. This area of this report will address the
general pros and cons of each with emphasis on technical standards.
Mass appraisal requires complete and accurate data, effective valuation models, and
proper management of resources. 7 Furthermore, mass appraisal requires human,
computing, and other resources to be well managed and appropriate appraisal and
analytical methods need to be employed.
An evaluation of current resources is necessary before a competent decision can be
made regarding in-house versus contracting for services. Without the necessary
resources success is impractical.
Revaluation and mass appraisal projects have been completed using turnkey
operations. All applications from data collection, data entry, valuation development,
value defense and tax roll preparation including all reports can be achieved by
outsourcing every aspect. When outsourcing services a competent review process
should be put in place to assure satisfactory results prior to acceptance. Conversely all
of these responsibilities can also be achieved using in-house means. Regardless
checks and balances should be established. A more likely approach is a combination of
the two; outsourcing and in-house.
Contracting for Appraisal Services
Reappraisal contracts can include all services necessary to complete and maintain the
project including valuation. Acquiring professional skills and resources quickly
represents the enticement for entering into such contracts. This is especially true when
these skills and resources are not available internally. Contracting for these services
can permit the jurisdiction to maintain a modest staff and to budget for reappraisal on a
periodic basis, but also makes the assessor less likely to develop in-house expertise. 8
Contracting for assessment services provides assessment agencies the opportunity to
obtain a specified product at a known cost in a given period of time, thereby reducing
the time and cost associated with internal development and implementation. In many
cases the products and services represent years of research and development and
have been tested and proven in other assessment agencies. Widespread
implementation (or the possibility thereof) allows the contractor to amortize research,
development, and other fixed costs among various clients and customers. In addition,
most contractors maintain an experienced professional staff, whose skills and
knowledge become immediately available to the assessment agency. At the same time,
however, contracting for assessment services may result in a dependence upon the
contractor and its products or services. The assessment agency may be less likely to
develop internal expertise, and the staff may remain small and not develop a thorough
understanding of, or commitment to, the product. In addition, the contractor may not
7

Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property – IAAO Approved February 2002, revised 2006, 2008,
2010
8
Ibid.
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fully understand or be properly concerned with local needs and requirements. As a
result, future product modifications required by statutory changes or procedural
enhancements can be cumbersome and costly. When contracting for assessment
services, the assessment agency can minimize potential disadvantages through the
development of thoughtful, detailed requests for proposals, careful research of potential
contractors and their work in other jurisdictions, development of strict quality control
procedures, good planning and coordination with the successful bidder, and diligent
monitoring and review of project results. 9
Reappraisal projects may include both the valuation of all properties within the
jurisdiction and installation of the computer assisted mass appraisal (CAMA) system.
The CAMA system might mean acquisition of hardware and software. It has become
common to purchase appraisal services separate from the computer systems. The
valuations are good for a moment in time, specifically as of the effective date of
appraisal. However the CAMA system is generally expected to last for a number of
years. Even with rapidly evolving technology CAMA systems may remain in use for 5 to
10 years or longer with regular updates.
If the valuation segment of the reappraisal is contracted out, all or in part, a request for
proposal (RFP) should be issued to prospective vendors. The RFP is the document that
sets forth the requirements of the project. It should clearly describe the desired products
or services, performance standards, completion dates, and any continuing
responsibilities of the successful contractor. It should also explain briefly the
background of the project, relevant legal considerations, time and funding constraints,
and project objectives. A clear, complete, and detailed RFP is the key to achieving
desired project results. However it does not end with the contract. An independent
contractor, an in-house expert or review committee should be employed to oversee the
vendor’s work to assure it is completed according to contractual requirements and
professional standards.
Contracting for services provides a quick solution and can be successful. This is
especially helpful when other adequate resources are unavailable. When properly
completed there should be no hidden costs or unexpected consequences. Future
contracts and related expenses must be revisited each cycle. Legal requirements of
contracting may add to these costs. The benefit of having a short-term result may be
offset with a lack of long-range advantages and continuity that might be realized by
using the same resources in future cycles.
In-house Staff
The assessor’s staff must have confidence in the appraisals and be able to explain and
defend them. This confidence begins with application of reliable appraisal techniques,
generation of appropriate valuation reports, and review of preliminary values. It may be
helpful to have reports that list each parcel, its characteristics, and its calculated value.
Parcels with unusual characteristics, extreme values, or extreme changes in values,
should be identified for subsequent individual review. Equally important, summary
reports should show average values, value changes, and ratio study statistics for
9
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various strata of properties. These should be reviewed to ensure the overall consistency
of values for various types of property and various locations.
The staff should also be prepared to support individual valuations as required,
preferably through comparable sales. At a minimum, staff should be able to produce a
property record and explain the basic approach (cost, sales comparison, or income)
used to estimate the value of the property. A property owner should never merely be
told that “the computer” or “the system” produced the appraisal. Generally, the staff
should tailor the explanation to the taxpayer’s knowledge and expertise. Equations
converted to tabular form can be used to explain the basis for valuation. Cost tables can
be used to explain values based on the cost approach. In all cases, the assessor’s staff
should be able to produce sales or appraisals of similar properties in order to support
(or at least explain) the valuation of the property in question. Comparable sales can be
obtained from reports that list sales by such features as type of property, area, size, and
age. Alternatively, interactive programs can be obtained or developed that identify and
display the most comparable properties. Assessors should notify property owners of
their valuations in sufficient time for property owners to discuss their appraisals with the
assessor and appeal the value if they choose to do so.
A successful in-house appraisal program requires a sufficiently large staff composed of
persons skilled in general administration and supervision, appraisal, mapping and
drafting, data processing, and secretarial and clerical functions. Although rare, with the
rights skills and experience an in-house staff can develop its own CAMA system.
Alternatively a CAMA system must be acquired from a vendor. The vendor’s software
can be a product used in other jurisdictions or it can be custom written for the site. If the
product is running in other jurisdictions staff or other experts should explore its use and
perform an evaluation to ascertain if it will satisfy the local need before acquisition.
Custom built CAMA systems lose the benefits of economies of scale and thus are
expensive to produce. The expertise to draft specifications for custom built CAMA
systems are normally beyond that of an in-house staff. Soliciting the skills of an expert
to draft such specifications is normally needed. If the assessment jurisdiction has a
CAMA system from prior revaluations that it is satisfied with its continuation may be
warranted. Available upgrades should be acquired when possible. Before changing or
revising the product confirmation that upgrading the software will be compatible with
existing hardware must be done.
In-house reappraisal programs have been successful. A candid evaluation of the size,
skills, competencies and experiences of the in-house staff must be made, preferably by
others to assure the project can be effectively completed. There must be no illusion that
will mislead the findings and conclusion. It might be preferable to combine the best use
of in-house staff with outsourcing those areas of need.

• Planning and Preparing for the 2012 Reassessment
Effectively planning for the reassessment is both short term (2012 revaluation) and
longer term presuming the continuation of biannual revaluations. The assessment office
should be positioned to conduct biannual revaluations seamlessly, effectively and
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timely. Each cycle should improve on the past by making wise investments in
personnel, equipment and other resources. The appraisal program should be ongoing
without interruption. For example data collection should take place continually so that
records are in order for the next reassessment. Valuation models should consistently be
reviewed to adapt to changing market conditions effective for the next appraisal date.
Upgrades to hardware and software should be ongoing to avoid steep learning curves
as the next reassessment deadline nears.
With long term goals in mind having the in-house staff complete many functions will
likely pay the best dividends. However given the current status outsourcing some of the
tasks are inevitable. This is especially apparent in the areas of data collection and
valuation modeling.
The Gloucester County Assessment Office has personnel with varying degrees of skills.
It has also experienced turnover and open positions (see Staff Qualifications and
Background). The office has less than 50% of the number of positions recommended by
IAAO reference materials for a jurisdiction its size. The skill sets necessary to complete
all of the tasks required of a revaluation are currently missing. An intense training
program of in-house staff should begin to prepare to take over and maintain ongoing
assessment functions. Recommendations were previously made regarding an
educational path. For internal purposes course equivalents can be substituted provided
the necessary skills are acquired. Mass appraisal credentials should be earned by the
appraisal staff to build confidence both internally and externally.
The advisable approach for the 2012 reassessment is for Gloucester County to embark
on a combined approach of contracting for services where it is impractical to perform
those services in-house.
Data Collection
Nothing can be more important that having accurate data for analysis. Public trust is
enhanced when factual data is accurately reported on public records. Given the limited
resources available in Gloucester County outsourcing at least part of the data collection
process is necessary. Targeted field reviews can be determined using photo-imagery,
the GIS and the electronic sketch file (see Re-collection of Physical Property Data).
Vendors can provide a listing of records where sketches and ortho-photos conflict. Inhouse staff can then field check these parcels. If the listing of conflicts is overwhelming
some of the field visits can be outsourced.
However, data collection is not limited to physical characteristics. Market data includes
sales and listing prices, construction costs, income for rental properties as well as
expenses and capitalization rates.
Cost Data
The assessment office vastly relies upon the Marshall and Swift cost service for its cost
new information. Greater effort should be made to confirm local cost new data through
builders, developers and other local sources. Additionally supportable methods of
measuring depreciation should be developed. Extracting depreciation from sales
transactions should be a regularly scheduled process.
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Sales Data
Recorded sales records are passed to the assessment office from the Commissioner of
Revenue’s office. The assessment office already reviews multiple-listing information.
This practice should continue and be expanded to develop a dialog with Realtors to gain
greater insight into transactions. This can be especially helpful with waterfront and
exceptional properties. Detailed information on transactional elements will help gain a
better understanding of what motivated the buyer and seller.
Income Data
During the past revaluation cycle the Assessment Office contracted with a fee appraisal
firm to acquire income and sales data. This practice proved beneficial and should
continue. Furthermore, subscribing to third party services that regularly provide income
information along with sales transactional data should be explored (i.e. CoStar,
LoopNet, Reis, Etc.). Often these services provide valuable information including
contact information to confirm the data.
Approaches to Value
During the last revaluation the cost approach was primarily relied upon. The income
approach had limited use. Other than land valuation the sales comparison approach
was hardly used.
Greater use of the income approach and sales comparison approach should be made.
Commercial properties are most often purchased for their income producing potential.
The use of this approach could produce more reliable results and may better relate to
property owners’ points of view. This should go toward building the public trust with
commercial property owners.
The sales comparison approach is the most commonly modeled approach in the mass
appraisal of residential properties. Multiple regression analysis (MRA) calibrating
techniques are readily available and have become a favorite calibrating technique for
use in the sales comparison approach. Use of this tool should be investigated and
employed.
Valuation Modeling
Mass appraisal models or what some refer to as automated valuation models are a key
part of any reassessment. Appropriate valuation models are critical to producing
accurate and equitable assessed values. Model structures can take an additive form,
multiplicative form or a combination of the two. The two major components of valuation
models are specification and calibration. Model specification is the process of
developing the proposed model structure. This includes selecting the elements that
affect value variations. Model calibration relates to testing the specified model structure
using data sets to generate the model variable coefficients. In essence model
specification informs what causes value to change and calibration states by how much it
changes. All three approaches include valuation modeling regardless if single property
or mass appraisal techniques are employed. Acquiring adequate modeling skills usually
takes years of training and experience. It is advisable for Gloucester County to contract
for valuation modeling services for its upcoming reassessment. The contract should
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include training of staff with the intent of in-house staff accepting the modeling
responsibilities in future years.
CAMA System
The Gloucester County computer assisted mass appraisal (CAMA) system reportedly is
an August, 2005 Version of the product. It also states copyrights dating back to 1996
however it is possible the original software is much older. The system runs on an IBM
AS/400 system and requires terminal emulating software to run on the office’s PC
computers. This has the appearance of a legacy system typical of vertical integration
that relies on table driven valuation models. The Assessment Office has modern
microcomputers and other current equipment capable of housing current systems.
Contemporary CAMA systems have more versatility that allows for integrated use of
office and statistical software. For example valuation models can be developed in
equation form and transferred into the CAMA system eliminating the laborious tasks of
loading detailed rates into tables. Newer systems make more efficient use of data and
allow staff to be more productive. Explanations and information can be more easily and
readily provided to taxpayers. Updating the CAMA system is recommended considering
the benefits to the users and public it serves.
Summary of reassessment recommendations:
a) Contract for change detection/sketch verification services via photos and sketch
files
b) Establish a system for targeting field reviews
c) Outsource commercial income and market data collection
d) Subscribe to a data service to supply commercial sales and income data
e) Contract for valuation modeling services
f) Establish a cyclical schedule of 4-6 years to re-inspect all properties
g) Consider updating the CAMA System
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Ratio Study Completed Prior to the General Reassessment
The data below were provided as a portion of the ratio study completed prior to the
general reassessment. The first set of figures represents the overall county. The data
used to develop these figures were not provided. The criteria used to produce the
results also were not provided.
Property Type
Manufactured Housing

SFR&Condos

Vacant Land

District
Abingdon

Gloucester
Point

Petsworth

Property Type
>25 yrs old
Waterfront
NonWaterfront
>25 yrs old
Waterfront*
NonWaterfront

Median Ratio

Waterfront
NonWaterfront
>20 acres
<20 acres

COD

PRD

Count

84.3%
79.3%
89.1%

16.4
17.7
11.8

1.06
1.05
1.02

146
46
487

64.5%

35.3

1.06

14
108

Property Type
Improved-Overall
Vacant-Overall*
Improved-Waterfront*
ImprovedNonWaterfront
Vacant-Waterfront*
Vacant-NonWaterfront

Median Ratio
88.6%
60.8%
79.4%

PRD
1.011
1.134
0.990

Count
114
26
15
102

41.3

0.998
0.000
1.134

Improved-Overall
Vacant-Overall
Improved-Waterfront
ImprovedNonWaterfront
Vacant-Waterfront*
Vacant-NonWaterfront

89.5%
84.4%
87.5%

15.2
47.6
15.9

1.012
1.169
1.042

109
25
21

90.4%

0.999

72.2%

14.3
14.6
40.7

1.124

85
6
20

Improved-Overall
Vacant-Overall
Improved-Waterfront*
ImprovedNonWaterfront
Vacant-Waterfront*
Vacant-NonWaterfront*

86.7%
62.0%

12.1
33.3

1.001
0.950

116
40

86.7%

12.0

0.999

115

58.1%

38.7

0.942

40

88.9%
0.0%
60.8%

Continued on next page
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COD

8.8
41.3
15.5456

*

8.6

26

Ware

York

Improved-Overall
Vacant-Overall
Improved-Waterfront*
ImprovedNonWaterfront
Vacant-Waterfront*
Vacant-NonWaterfront

89.7%
71.6%

13.0
30.7

1.019
1.160

147
22

90.0%

12.4

1.002

138

68.6%

29.0

1.218

19

Improved-Overall
Vacant-Overall*
Improved-Waterfront*
ImprovedNonWaterfront*
Vacant-Waterfront*
Vacant-NonWaterfront

87.5%

10.8

0.996

68
7

87.4%

10.6

0.994

65

53.7%

46.1

0.961

7

*Insignificant number of waterfront sales
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Ratio Study Results from Supplied Data for 2008 to 2010

Ratio Statistics for TOTAL PROPERTY VALUE / SELLING PRICE
YEAR SOLD
Group
Median

2008

2009

APARTMENT

.677

.740

COMMERCIAL

.932

.979

1.978

DWELLING

.969

.995

1.082

FAIR VALUE-RES

.753

1.220

.730

MANUFACT HOME1

.754

1.384

1.449

MANUFACT HOME2

.875

1.033

1.185

TWNHSE/CONDO

1.004

.916

1.010

VAC- W/MOB HOM

.705

1.149

1.252

VACANT LAND

.908

1.000

1.000

VACANT-COMM

.931

.653

1.000

Overall

.960

.998

1.080

EXEMPT

.188

1.731

MANUFACT HOME3

.914

VACANT-EXEMPT
Price Related Differential

2010

3.922

APARTMENT

1.000

1.127

COMMERCIAL

1.353

1.198

1.249

DWELLING

1.198

1.199

1.185

.957

1.315

1.255

MANUFACT HOME1

1.002

1.099

.973

MANUFACT HOME2

2.589

1.100

1.121

TWNHSE/CONDO

.985

.998

1.019

VAC- W/MOB HOM

2.014

1.201

1.379

VACANT LAND

2.439

3.567

8.164

VACANT-COMM

1.210

1.240

.999

Overall

1.363

1.441

2.133

EXEMPT

1.000

1.000

MANUFACT HOME3

1.000

FAIR VALUE-RES

VACANT-EXEMPT

1.000
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Coefficient of Dispersion

APARTMENT

.000

.321

COMMERCIAL

.867

.673

.788

DWELLING

.330

.355

.353

FAIR VALUE-RES

.115

.339

.335

MANUFACT HOME1

.164

.242

.178

MANUFACT HOME2

1.813

.318

.304

TWNHSE/CONDO

.097

.106

.119

VAC- W/MOB HOM

1.119

.554

.737

VACANT LAND

1.389

2.027

6.784

VACANT-COMM

.157

.210

.003

Overall

.546

.645

1.365

EXEMPT

.000

.000

MANUFACT HOME3

.000

VACANT-EXEMPT

.000
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Ratio Statistics for TOTAL PROPERTY VALUE / SELLING PRICE
YEAR

Coefficient of

Differential

Dispersion

SOLD

Group

2008

ABINGDON

.877

1.240

.587

GLOUCESTER POINT

.953

1.444

.607

PETSWORTH

.930

1.135

.283

WARE

1.037

1.316

.438

YORK

.944

1.809

.961

Overall

.960

1.363

.546

1.016

1.197

.499

.951

1.098

.193

1.039

1.949

1.266

WARE

.977

1.328

.521

YORK

.982

1.267

.419

Overall

.998

1.441

.645

ABINGDON

1.024

1.603

.878

GLOUCESTER POINT

1.084

1.039

.219

PETSWORTH

1.161

1.311

.497

WARE

1.096

1.250

.496

YORK

1.038

4.431

3.650

Overall

1.080

2.133

1.365

2009

Median

Price Related

ABINGDON
GLOUCESTER POINT
PETSWORTH

2010

Ratio Statistics for TOTAL PROPERTY VALUE / SELLING PRICE
YEAR
Median

Price Related

Coefficient of

Differential

Dispersion

SOLD

Group

2008

Overall

.960

1.363

.546

2009

Overall

.998

1.441

.645

2010

Overall

1.080

2.133

1.365
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Sample Properties Randomly Selected for Inspection and Data Confirmation

MRECNO

10019
10038
11216
11601
11787
13492
14292
16156
16409
17090
17136
17375
17498
18382
18565
19099
19298
19911
20815
20955
21020
21112
21671
22768
22888
23192
23857
24022
24144
25329
25493
26612
27539
28236
29004
29317
29317
29489
29627

MMAP

046B 1 10
030B 4 29
024
133B
053
330
025F 2 95
050D 7 4
045
495
025B 1 3A
003
38
044
99A
031E 1 10
033B 4 21
032
277A
032A115 31
51I(4)‐12
005
3L
045
380A
034
79
029K 1 22
033
166A
050
246
052
218D
024B 1 3
045J 1 34
050B 8 46
032
263
025H 4 32
019C 1 59B
051T 1 8
046B 1 25
019D 2 34
033A 1 8
029
39E
037
8
013A 3 16
034 3 2
034 3 2
018
57D
051
286Q

MOCCUP

MRECNO

10
10
10
23
10
10
13
10
10
10
10
10
13
10
10
10
13
13
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
21
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

30035
30190
31301
31425
31425
31438
31540
32013
32886
33463
34254
40216
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MMAP

032A2 4 S 7
050D 3 27
029
144
038
44
038
44
020
8
032A214 17
37E(1)‐B1
031
118D
030
125A
051A 6 6
26C(1)‐209

MOCCUP

11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
13
10
10

Understanding Your Assessment
A public information brochure provided by
International Association of Assessing Officers.
The content of this brochure is intended for informational purposes only and is not to be construed as legal advice.
Property owners should consult their local assessor and qualified legal counsel before acting on information found in
this brochure. IAAO assumes no liability for the accuracy of this information when applied to specific instances.
Copyright © 2007 International Association of Assessing Officers
Reproduced with permission

ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT RISING
PROPERTY TAXES?

Using a mass appraisal system, the assessor analyzes
sales, income, and cost data to arrive at an estimate of
value. In some instances where warranted, the assessor
may rely more heavily on sales or income or cost data to
estimate the value. Also, the assessor may find in some
instances that particular properties cannot be analyzed
through mass appraisal and require individual appraisals
to estimate the value.

To express your concern effectively, you must understand
the two parts of the property tax system: valuation and
taxation.
Your assessor’s office determines the value of your property; your taxing authority determines the amount your
property will be taxed. It is the combination of these two
parts that determines how much you will pay in taxes.
This pamphlet deals primarily with the first part—how the
assessor’s office determines the value of your property.

WHAT CAUSES PROPERTY VALUES TO
CHANGE?
A property’s value can change for many reasons. The
most obvious is that the property changes: a bedroom,
garage, or swimming pool is added, or part of the property is destroyed by flood or fire. Sometimes, a change in
use can affect the property’s value, such as an apartment
building being converted to condominiums.

what IS THE ROLE OF THE ASSESSOR?
The assessor is responsible for estimating the value of
your property, which determines your assessed valuation.
The assessor does not determine your property taxes.
Instead, the assessed valuation determines the overall
share of taxes you pay. Because your assessment affects
your property taxes, it is important that your assessed
value be accurate and fair. It is also important that you
understand how the value of your property is estimated
and what can cause property values to change.

The most frequent cause of a change in value is a change
in the market.
If a town’s major industry leaves, property values can
collapse. As decaying neighborhoods with good housing
stock are discovered by young homebuyers, prices gradually rise and then soar as the neighborhood becomes
fashionable. A shortage of detached houses in a desirable
city neighborhood can send prices to ridiculous levels.
In a recession, larger homes may stay on the market for
a long time, but more affordable homes are in demand
so their prices rise.

HOW IS YOUR PROPERTY VALUE
ESTIMATED?
The assessor estimates the value of your property typically
by first examining and collecting information on the physical characteristics of the property. Physical characteristics
can include, among others, the square footage of land
and improvements, the number of bedrooms in a home,
whether or not the improvements include a garage, the
number of bathrooms, and the nature of amenities such as
swimming pools and fireplaces. For some properties such
as income-generating properties, the assessor estimates the
amount of income the property can generate. On other
properties, nonphysical characteristics such as easements
can affect the value of improvements. Location also is a
key characteristic affecting value.

In a stable neighborhood with no extraordinary pressure
from the market, inflation can increase property value.
Q: If assessed value rises, do taxes have to rise?
A: No
Q: If assessed value falls, do taxes have to fall?
A: No
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WHAT IS The Role of Taxing
AuthoRities?

though it could have raised the same amount of overall
taxes at 0.5 percent, then your taxes will be:

Taxing authorities decide the amount of the property
tax that is owed each year, including whether the overall
property tax rises, falls, or stays the same. Subject to state
and local limitations, the taxing authority can determine
property taxes either by adjusting the total dollars requested or by adjusting (or not adjusting) the tax rate.
The amounts set by the taxing authority in combination
with your assessed value determine how much you pay
in taxes.

1 percent x $200,000 = $2,000.
The taxing authorities are demanding more money, even
though they have not changed the rate.

WHAT ARE THE GROUNDS FOR AN APPEAL?
If you believe the estimated value of your property is
incorrect, you will want to know:
• How the assessor values property
• How to gather information about your property and
similar properties

For example, suppose taxing authorities decide to raise
$1 million in property taxes and the assessor estimates
the total assessed value of all taxable property in your
community at $100 million. Then the property tax rate
would be calculated by dividing the amount of tax to be
raised by the total assessed value:

• How the appeals process works and what the deadlines are
You also have a responsibility to furnish accurate information about your property to the assessor.

$1 million/$100 million = 1 percent.

An assessment appeal is not a complaint about higher
taxes. It is an attempt to prove that your property’s estimated market value is either inaccurate or unfair.

If your home’s assessed value is $100,000, your property
tax bill will be:
1 percent x $100,000 = $1,000.

You may appeal when you can prove at least one of three
things:

For another example, suppose the total assessed value
of your community doubles from $100 million to $200
million and the amount to be raised stays the same. The
tax rate will be:

• Items that affect value are incorrect on your property record. You have one bath, not two. You have a
carport, not a garage. Your home has 1,600 square
feet, not 2,000 square feet.

$1 million/$200 million = 0.5 percent.

• The estimated market value is too high. You have
evidence that similar properties have sold for less
than the estimated market value of your property.

Your taxes, even though your home has doubled in value,
will be the same:
0.5 percent x $200,000 = $1,000.

• The estimated market value of your property is accurate but inequitable because it is higher than the
estimated value of similar properties.

Sometimes, property owners are lucky enough to experience growth in the value of their properties while
others remain the same or even fall. In these instances,
property owners may experience higher taxes even if all
other factors stay the same. For example, suppose your
home doubles in value from $100,000 to $200,000 but
the amount requested by the taxing authority remains
at the same at $1 million and the overall assessed value
of your community remains the same at $100 million.
Then the tax rate will be:

Note: You will not win an appeal because you think your
taxes are too high. This is an issue your must take up with
the officials who determine budgets. However, you may
be eligible for tax relief or exemptions. The assessor’s
office can give you information about exemptions.

THE APPEALS PROCESS—STEP BY STEP
Procedures and Deadlines

$1 million/$100 million = 1 percent.

When you receive your assessment notice, read it for
instructions about deadlines and filing procedures. If
they are not clear, call the assessor’s office for information. Be sure you understand and follow instructions. A
missed deadline or incorrect filing can cause an appeal
to be dismissed.

However, your taxes will increase from:
1 percent x $100,000 = $1,000
to
1 percent x $200,000 = $2,000.
Property taxes can also increase when your community’s
assessed value increases and the taxing authority chooses
to keep the tax rate the same. For example, if the taxing
authority decides to keep the tax rate at 1 percent even

Informal Review

The first step in an appeal is usually an informal meeting with someone in the assessor’s office (sometimes this
informal review is handled by telephone or mail or on
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line). Information on the mechanics and deadlines for
setting up an appointment should be included with your
assessment notice, along with similar information for the
entire appeals process.

be inequitable. The decision about a value change may
have to be made by someone else and communicated to
you in writing. If this is so, find out when you can expect
to hear from the office.

The information in the assessor’s office, including the
property characteristics and assessments of similar properties, is public in most states. This information can be
helpful in preparing your appeal.

View the assessor’s office as an ally, not an adversary.
Employees of the office should have been trained to be
calm, polite, and helpful, but they are only human. If you
are calm and polite, they are likely to be more helpful
and can concentrate on giving you the information you
need for an appeal.

Preparation

Prepare for the meeting. Find your property identification number on your assessment notice. Use this number
to view or obtain a copy of your property record from
the assessor’s office.

Formal Appeal

Residential appeals are often settled at the local level. If
you are not satisfied with the results of your informal review, you have several more opportunities. The first level
of formal appeal is usually to a local board. Your appeal
is more likely to be successful if you present evidence
that comparable properties in the same neighborhood
are assessed for less than yours. Copies of property record forms on your comparables, with records of their
estimated market values or sales prices, are your best
defense. Note any differences between your property
and the comparables and point out these differences.
A recent appraisal of your own property can be good
evidence of its value. The appeal board is interested only
in the fairness and accuracy of the value placed on your
property, not in whether you can afford to pay your taxes
or whether taxes are too high.

Review the facts on the property record. Is the architectural style correctly stated? If not, a recent photo of your
home will help correct the information. Check the square
footage of the living area of your home, the size of your
lot, the number of bathrooms and bedrooms, the presence or absence of a garage or finished basement, the
construction materials, the condition, and so on.
Gather as much information as you can on similar properties in your neighborhood. Ask the assessor’s office or
a real estate broker for sales prices on these properties.
Use the addresses of comparable properties to review
their property record forms, which should also show their
appraised values. (In some states, it is against the law for
the assessor to provide this information.)

You should be certain to find out when you can expect
results from this level of appeal and to what and how
many tax years the result will apply.

Compare the features of these properties with the features of yours. If there are differences, the values of the
properties may be different.

Additional Levels of Appeal

The Meeting

If you disagree with the local board’s decision, additional
administrative or legal remedies may be available. In some
cases, it may be advisable for you to seek legal or professional representation in pursuing your claims. Information
about these is available from your assessor’s office.

The purpose of the informal review, which is not yet an
appeal, should be:
• To verify the information on your property record
form
• To make sure you understand how your value was
estimated

QUESTIONS
Your assessor is often the best source for answering questions. In addition, many communities have taxpayer
advocacy groups that can assist you with your questions.
You can try consulting the International Association of
Assessing Officers, an association of assessing officers
from around the United States and the world, or your
local bar association.

• To discover if the value is fair compared with the
values of similar properties in your neighborhood
• To find out if you qualify for any exemptions
• To be sure you understand how to file a formal appeal, if you still want to appeal
The person conducting the meeting will probably review your property record form with you and give you
information about comparable properties. Present any
information you have gathered.

Was this Brochure Helpful?
Send comments to:

International Association of Assessing Officers
Attn: Publications & Marketing
314 W 10th St
Kansas City, MO 64105-1616

The person conducting the meeting may not commit to
a change in value at this meeting, even though you may
have uncovered an error or the assessment appears to
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Copyright © 2007 by the International Association of Assessing Officers, all rights reserved. A licensing agreement
is available to organizations wishing to use or adapt this publication on a Web site or in a pamphlet. For more information, e-mail webmaster@iaao.org.
The International Association of Assessing Officers is a nonprofit organization providing information, standards,
education, and consulting services to assessors to promote innovation and excellence in property appraisal, property
tax policy and administration through professional development, education, research, and technical assistance.
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Sarasota, Florida 34233
(941) 504-0023
jimtodora@aol.com
Biographical Sketch
Jim Todora is a consultant specializing in the ad valorem tax areas of property valuation, assessment
administration and tax policy. Todora has over thirty-five years of assessment and appraisal
experience in both the private and public sectors. Included are the appraisals of exceptional
properties containing millions of square feet of building area, mass appraisal of thousands of
properties, development of annual tax rolls, supervision of a staff exceeding 75 FTEs and
professional consulting regarding valuation model building, assessment appeals, assessment
administration and lecturing throughout the United States. He is an experienced consultant, author,
teacher, expert witness, manager, mass appraisal modeler, ratio analyst and single property appraiser
with both residential and non-residential properties.
Professional Work Experience
Currently Todora is an ad valorem tax consultant providing services to assessment jurisdictions and
oversight agencies. From January 1997 to January 2009 Todora was the Sarasota County Florida
Property Appraiser, a jurisdiction of more than 300,000 properties requiring annual market
valuations. Prior to being elected property appraiser, Todora was Assistant Property Appraiser for
Sarasota County, a position he held from March of 1991. His responsibilities included planning,
organizing, and controlling the ongoing production of accurate appraisals of all real and tangible
personal property in the county and management of all automated processes.
During 1985 to 1991 Todora was an independent appraiser. As the owner of a real estate firm,
appraisals and consulting services were provided for a variety of clients in a multi-state region
practicing from a suburban Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania office.
Assessment and mass appraisal experience began for Todora in 1975 as a staff appraiser for the
Beaver County Pennsylvania Assessment Office. At the start of 1982 he was appointed to head the
office as Chief County Assessor, a position he held until reentering the private sector in 1985. His
responsibilities as Chief Assessor were the appraisal of approximately 85,000 parcels of real
property, supervision of a staff of ± 40 people, budgeting and expert testimony at both the Board of
Assessment Appeals and Common Pleas Court levels. Todora designed and implemented an
operating assessment system following a countywide revaluation. During November of 1984, the
Tax Claim Bureau and Personal Property Department were placed under his supervision.
Todora entered the real estate field in 1972 participating in property sales, management and general
brokerage. Joining his father’s firm he began a career in the appraisal field conducting fee
assignments of both residential and non-residential properties.
Teaching Experience
Currently a Senior Instructor for the International Association of Assessing Officers teaching basic
fundamental appraisal as well as advanced mass appraisal courses throughout the country.
Past Adult Education Instructor of Real Estate for the Pennsylvania State University (Beaver
Campus 9/86 - 3/91)
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Sarasota, Florida 34233
(941) 504-0023
jimtodora@aol.com
Professional Appraisal Designations
Todora holds both the MAI (Member of the Appraisal Institute) and SRA (Senior Residential
Appraiser) designations from the Appraisal Institute, and the CAE (Certified Assessment Evaluator)
designation from the International Association of Assessing Officers
Appraisal License/Certification
Certified General Appraiser - RZ 1287 Florida Department of Business & Professional Regulation
Professional Memberships and Affiliations
International Association of Assessing Officers (IAAO) Regular Member since 1981
- 1987 CAE Designation
- 2005 - 2007 member of the IAAO Executive Board
- 2003 - 2005 & 2010 - 2011 Professional Development Committee Chairman
- 2007 - Audit Committee Chairman
- 2008 - 2009 - Education Subcommittee Chairman
- 2004 & 2010 - Presidential Citations
- 2003 - Professional Designee of the Year
- 2009 - Most Valuable Member
- Authored several articles on appraisal and assessment administration
- Member of the Florida Chapter of the IAAO
Appraisal Institute
- 1981 Established Candidate membership
- 1984 SRA (Previously RM) Designation
- 1986 MAI Designation
- Member of the West Coast Florida Chapter of the Appraisal Institute
- Former member and past Board member of the Greater Pittsburgh - Western Pennsylvania
Chapter of the Appraisal Institute
Past Affiliations
Past Member of the National Association, Pennsylvania Association & Beaver County Board of
Realtors
Past member of the Property Tax Administration Task Force state of Florida (2003 - 2004)
Past Member and President (2003 - 2004) of the Florida Association of Property Appraisers
Past Member and Vice Chairman of the Hopewell Township, Pennsylvania Planning Commission
(9/79 - 3/91)
Inactive status as Certified General Appraiser Pennsylvania Real Estate Appraisal Board GA000705-L
Inactive status as Certified Pennsylvania Evaluator (CPE) by the Pennsylvania Real Estate Appraisal
Board AV-000561-L
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Jim Todora, MAI, SRA, CAE
4452 Diamond Circle South
Sarasota, Florida 34233
(941) 504-0023
jimtodora@aol.com

Education
Pennsylvania State University:
Real Estate Program 9/71 - 5/76
Appraisal Institute Courses:
11/79 Introduction to Appraising Real Property Course # 101
05/80 Residential Valuation
07/81 Capitalization Theory and Techniques Part 1
08/81 Capitalization Theory and Techniques Part 2
08/82 Capitalization Theory and Techniques Part 3
07/83 Industrial Valuation
08/83 Introduction to Real Estate Investment Analysis
07/84 Case Studies in Real Estate Valuation
07/84 Valuation Analysis and Report Writing
08/87 Market Analysis
05/93 Advanced Sales Comparison and Cost Approaches Course #530
Numerous offerings of Standards of Professional Practice from 1997 to the present
Abundant seminars and conferences on varied appraisal topics
International Association of Assessing Officers Courses:
05/81 Assessment and Appraisal Institute
03/93 CAMA Valuation Model Building Residential Course #305
05/98 Commercial/Industrial Modeling Concepts #312
08/98 IAAO Instructor Training Workshop
05/99 Standards of Practice and Professional Ethics #151
Various seminars, workshops, forums and conferences
Taught courses 101, 102, 300, 311, 312 as well as various workshops and forums on
numerous occasions through 2010
National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers Courses:
05/80 Residential Real Estate Appraisal
10/79 Techniques of Capitalization
11/85 Principles of Real Estate Appraising I
Various seminars
Special Offerings:
11/95 Market Analysis with SPSS - by Thimgan & Associates, Inc.
Multiple offerings of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP)
08/00 Automated Valuation Models - McKissock Data Systems
Hundreds of hours of continuing education from various providers including online
programs; current with all continuing education requirements
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